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	Microsoft XNA Framework Edition: Programming Windows Phone 7, 9780735656697 (073565669X), Microsoft Press, 2010

	This book is a gift from the Windows Phone 7 team at Microsoft to the programming  community, and I am proud to have been a part of it. Within the pages that follow, I showyou the basics of writing applications for Windows Phone 7 using the C# programming language with the Silverlight and XNA 2D frameworks.


	Yes, Programming Windows Phone 7 is truly a free download, but for those readers who still love paper—as I certainly do—this book will also be available (for sale) divided into two  fully-indexed print editions: Microsoft Silverlight Edition: Programming Windows Phone 7 andMicrosoft XNA Framework Edition: Programming Windows Phone 7.


	With the money you’ve saved downloading this book, please buy other books. Despite the plethora of information available online, books are still the best way to learn about programming within a coherent and cohesive tutorial narrative. Every book sale brings a tear of joy to an author’s eye, so please help make them weep overfl owing rivers.


	In particular, you might want to buy other books to supplement the material in this book. For example, I barely mention Web services in this book, and that’s a serious defi ciency because Web services are likely to become increasingly important in Windows Phone 7 applications. My coverage of XNA is limited to 2D graphics and while I hope to add several 3D chapters in the next edition of this book, I don’t really get into the whole Xbox LIVE community aspect of game development. Nor do I discuss any programming tools beyond Visual Studio—not even Expression Blend.


	My publisher Microsoft Press has a couple additional Windows Phone 7 books coming soon: Windows Phone 7 Silverlight Development Step by Step by Andy Wigley & Peter Foot offers a more tools-oriented approach. Although Michael Stroh’s Windows Phone 7 Plain & Simple is a guide to using the phone rather than developing for it, I suspect it will give developers some insights and ideas.


	Moreover, I also hear that my old friend Doug Boling is working hard on a Windows Phone 7 enterprise-programming book that is likely to be considered his masterpiece. Be sure to check out that one.
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The Coloniality of Asylum: Mobility, Autonomy and Solidarity in the Wake of Europe’s Refugee Crisis (New Politics of Autonomy)Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2021

	
		Through the concepts of the ‘coloniality of asylum’ and ‘solidarity as method’, this book links the question of the state to the one of civil society; in so doing, it questions the idea of ‘autonomous politics’, showing how both refugee mobility and solidarity are intimately marked by the...



		

SAP Solution Manager (3rd Edition)SAP Press, 2011

	SAP Solution Manager has quickly become one of the most important and all-encompassing tools needed by clients today. But what can it really do for you? How can it help you with project implementation or operation of the final solution? What is important for users to know, whether they are an administrator or project team member? What...


		

How to Say Anything to Anyone: A Guide to Building Business Relationships That Really WorkGreenleaf Book, 2013

	Take charge of your career by taking charge of your business relationships and communication skills.

	

	We all know how it feels when our colleagues talk about us but not to us. It's frustrating, and it creates tension. When effective communication is missing in the workplace, employees feel like they're working in the...





	

Enhancing Microsoft Content Management Server with ASP.NET 2.0Packt Publishing, 2006
The release of Microsoft Content Management Server (MCMS) Service Pack 2 opens up the world of ASP.NET 2.0 to MCMS developers. Written by the masters of MCMS, this book shows you how to use the new features of ASP.NET 2.0 that everyone is talking about in your MCMS development. You will first learn how to install and configure MCMS SP2. There are...

		

Wireless Local-Area Network FundamentalsCisco Press, 2003
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco  Aironet WLAN. 

	
    Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and  deployment guide 

    
	
    Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments  including...




		

Codes: An Introduction to Information Communication and Cryptography (Springer Undergraduate Mathematics Series)Springer, 2008


	Many people do not realise that mathematics provides the foundation for the

	devices we use to handle information in the modern world. Most of those who

	do know probably think that the parts of mathematics involved are quite ‘classical’,

	such as Fourier analysis and differential equations. In fact, a great deal

	of...
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